
for the Cubs. He again
showed himself unable to pitch tight- -
ly when his support is not airtight
With McConnell, Vaughn, Packard,
Seaton and Hendrix to take their
regular turns, and Lavender also in
shape, Tinker has enough pitchers.
Working these men in turn will bring

. better results than distributing the
pitching among seven or eight peo-A'pl- e.

, Seaton is as good now as when he
, was, with Alexander," the mainstay of

the Phillies. He is cool, crafty, and
Cub fans have neyer seen a better
game than the one Tom pitched yes-
terday. He was given the job in the
second inning with men on first and
second and none out. One run count-
ed in that frame, but after that Tom

il' was invincible, the aliens counting
but four hits in nine frames, and
three of these blows were of the in-- "
field variety.

Seaton retained his composure in
the face of some critical situations,
and not more than ten times during
the afternoon was the ball across the

' middle of the plate.
There was a lesson in his playiig

, for pitchers who never reaMze why
they are almost stars, (yfet fail to
reach the pinnacle. Tom has been
in the game long enough to under-
stand that there is more to a heav-
er's work than merely throwing a
baseball in the general direction of
the batter, then standing still and
letting Providence do what it will.

After every pitch Tom is poised
ready to field a ball hit anywhere in

. territory tha he considers his. He
ably protects first base when balls
lire hit to the left of that bag, and

' , on that ability alone saves himself
jflt many safeties. Three times yestet-da- y

Brooklyn batters poled ground-
ers that Saier was forced to take far
from the bag. With the average
pitcher working, every one of these
would have been safe smashes. But
Seaton was away for the bag with
the crack of the bat each time, and,
by excellent timing of throws by

Saier, each time caught Vic's toss aa
he ran across the bag, getting a put-ou- t.

He also gloved a line drive at
a critical moment

Packard and McConnell are also
adept at protecting first base. Such
protection improves a pitcher's work
more than the box score indicates.

Zim's two doubles were each im-

portant run makers. Cy Williams
went hitless until the tenth,, then
poled a single which sent home the
winning run. Zimmerman's defen-
sive work at third base nowadays is
as perfect as could be wished for.

Manager Rowland has gone
through with ris shift, sending John
Collins to first base and Jack Four-ni- er

to the outfield. It did not pro-
duce healthy results its first trial,
and the report of the war correspon-
dents is to the effect that the club
looked very bad before the Mackian
aggregation.

These experts, however, are mak-
ing a mistake in labeling the Athletic
combination a misfit affair. They

j cannot realize that Connie is re-

building and has already made a long
start in the direction of a real ball
elub. He was away poorly, but re-
cently the team has been hitting a
hot clip and all opposition has found
it a difficult not or combination of
nuts to crack..

In Witt and Pick, Mack has two
fine young infielders who are of
major league caliber, both in the hit-
ting and fielding departments.

is a star at firsct and Lajoie
is still better than most second base-
men. Stellbauer is a new outfielder,
but is hitting, and Strunk is having
the best season of his career. Bad
pitching has been Mack's difficulty
so far, but he has partially overcome
this with Myers, a dandy young re-
cruit, and" Bush isc also pitching
somewhere near the form that earn-
ed him the sobriquet of "Bullet Joe."
Myers beat the Sox yesterday to
mark up his fifth straight victory for
the year. He won three games last
week,


